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Leave to Appeal Form: 
Appellant 

 

To 

 

 

 

Appellant name  

Address 

 

 

Email   

 
In accordance with Southampton Netball Associations Disciplinary Regulations, you have the 
right to seek leave to Appeal against the Decision within 7 working days of the date of the 
Disciplinary Decision Form.    

The Leave to Appeal can only be sought against a Decision of the Disciplinary Panel on one or 

more of the following grounds: 

Grounds for Appeal Tick if 
applicable 

The Decision of the Disciplinary Panel was based on error of fact or could not have 
reasonably been reached by a Disciplinary Panel when faced with the evidence 
before it 

 

There was an injustice because of a serious procedural or other irregularity in the 
proceedings before the Disciplinary Panel 

 

Significant and relevant new evidence has come to light which was not available 
before the conclusion of the Disciplinary Panel Hearing but, had it been available, 
may have caused the Disciplinary Panel to reach a materially different Decision 

 

The Sanction imposed was manifestly unreasonable in the light of the Disciplinary 
Panel’s Decision made on the facts 

 

Evidence in support of Grounds on which Leave to Appeal is sought, please provide: 

Your reasons: 
 

Any supporting evidence: 
 

 

Name  Date  

Signature  Fee enclosed Yes          No  

 

Appropriate Authority 
(name and address of the 
County/Regional 
Association/ dealing with 
the Complaint) 

Southampton Netball Association 

Disciplinary Secretary 
Name  

Contact email 

Val Banks  

grahamval205@hotmail.co.uk 

Date sent   



   

You may have the right to Appeal the Decision. Any Appeal should be sent in writing to the Disciplinary 

Secretary named above, to be received within 7 working days of the date of this Decision Notice. Any 

appeal must be accompanied by a payment of £250, which may be retained by the Appropriate Authority 

that hears the Appeal. 

Please contact the Disciplinary Secretary of the relevant Appropriate Authority for details of payments. 


